Dandiya Night-2018
Inculcating a sense of culture and unity is the essence of any Indian festival and Navratri is a
portrait of colour, action, music and togetherness. As nine days of non-stop fun, dance and
festivities was around the corner, S.P.I.T. Students’ Council celebrated Dandiya Night on 17th
October 2018 with the help of perfect traditional attires, the dolled-up look and dancing
skills.Preparations for the same had started almost a week ago, starting with invitations,
décorand ultimately ending with the night that saw a riot of colours and an eclectic mix of
music which will make its revellers remember the joyous celebrations for years to come.
The day of bonding, where the gathering, the celebration and the dance etched a unique
combination signifying the diversity of Indian culture in student. After the high tea
arrangements for faculty and staff,and after normal day of exhausting lectures, as dusk set-in,
students of all branches and all years assembled in the Sardar Patel Sabhagriha (Quadrangle)
teeming with anticipation and excitement, draped in breathtaking traditional attire.
At 5:30 pm, the speakers blasted the first tunes for the night, commanding the students to
forget everything about their monotonous lives and get lost in the world of festivity. The
lights were dimmed to ensure a thrilling atmosphere where everyone danced to the rhythmic
Dandiya beats! The fun and frolic event of Dandiya night commenced with the beats of a
garba song dedicated to Goddess Durga.

All the students, teaching and non-teaching faculty present there joined in the celebration,
tapping to the spectacular music. A strong bond was visualized between teachers and
students. It was huge family tapping their toes with the rejoicing music.
The DJ made sure the visitors glued to the floor all through the evening with Traditional
dandiya music along with some peppy Bollywood dandiya numbers. Drawing from their
mouth, the very familiar phrase: “once more!”
The delightful sight of energetic light-footed young boys and girls swirling in graceful
rhythmic garba and enthusiastically playing Dandiya evoked admiration among all present

there. Everyone soaked in the moment together, irrespective of whether they were seniors,
first year students, faculty or our Principal Dr. Prachi ma’am herself! The slight drizzle
towards the end of the event added to the fun and lightened up the atmosphere.

The night ended with winners taking away prizes, Priyanka Lubal (BE Computers) and Arth
Patel (BE Computers) won the title of Best Dressed.
Along with them, Best Dancer was awarded to Pradhuman Singh (SE EXTC) & Urvi
Bhanushali (TE IT).
The widest smiles shone on the faces of the final year students who made sure to make the
most of the night.

